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Response to Section 454.60(a) and (b): Managerial Requirements 

Stephanie Gureno - Vice President of Operations 

Stephanie Gureno has been the Vice President of Operations which is a key executive 
management position at Nania Energy since March of2010. Prior to this promotion, Stephanie 
was the General Manager of Nania Energy beginning December of 2007 in which she was an 
essential contributor to the management of the company. From March 2005 through December 
of2007, Stephanie's position in sales/marketing development provided the experience to gain a 
complete knowledge of the industry which she uses to guide the direction and management of 
the company. 

As Vice President of Operations, Stephanie has been instrumental in managing and guiding 
Nania Energy throughout the company's tremendous growth in the past five years. Some of 
Stephanie's management responsibilities include overseeing all the operations of the company 
including accounting, finance, billing, contracts, customer service, marketing, legal, human 
resources, and developing supplier/vendor relationships that are beneficial to the customers and 
the organization. 

Stephanie has assisted in recognizing the opportunity to take business to new levels by forming 
lasting partnerships with other brokers, agents, and suppliers. She has demonstrated a complete 
understanding of the energy markets and the opportunity for growth. 

As a key member of the management team, she guided the explosion of opportunity that 
presented itself within the electric industry in lllinois. Nania Energy has emerged as an industry 
leader, experiencing continual growth and success. 

Stephanie has driven her success through strategic positioning, strong financial administration, 
and an instinctive ability to select and manage successful business partnerships and to assist in 
creating a very successful team of Nania employees. 

She remains focused on Nania Energy's current strategy and future opportunities by 
understanding the customer and maintaining high customer satisfaction levels with over 6,000 
natural gas and electric accounts currently serviced throughout lllinois. 

Ms. Gureno is a graduate of Northem University in DeKalb, Illinois where she earned her 
Bachelor of Science Degree. She is currently working on her Graduate degree in Research and 
Evaluation in Advanced Quantitative Methods at Northern lllinois University. 
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